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Dear 7th and 8th grade families,

It was a joyful day to see our students sharing stories and hearing spontaneous laughs on campus. I’m thrilled to start our creative ride together.

The first two months of class, students will be learning and practicing how to use the digital tools of the photo platform/app. The class will be divided into two segments: 1. lecture; and 2. practice time.

The lecture will explain the use of the tools and thematic matter, while practice time will focus on the use of the creative tools to complete assignments. All assignments will be done at class time, thereby reducing homework. Each assignment will help build the necessary foundation to complete their final two projects.

I will be creating a website for each grade where you will be able to see all of their ongoing work, and will keep you updated with our progress.

Please, contact me if you have any questions.

Hasta pronto,
Cristina Portela